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Star
To Highlight
Winter Bash

Ohio February

frats but houses four

The Kokosingers start off the
weekend with a performance
in

Dean

75

at the door

their success on Fall
the Kenyon Impromptu
Players return to the Peirce Hall
Lounge Saturday at 615 Noted for
their satire on campus personalities the Players should again draw
a capacity crowd
Inspired by

main attraction of the Weekend will be the Gordon Lightfoot
concert in Rosse Hall at 830 The
Canadian born folksinger combines
bitter protest songs and gentle ballads and love- songs into a captivating two- hour show Tickets for
The

concert100 for Kenyon
students and their dates 5250 for
all others
will be on sale Wednesday through Friday in Peirce Hall
during lunch
this

fraternity parties will follow
the Concert running until 2 am
Assuredly this Weekend will make
Kenyon
men able to weather the
remaining three weeks of this
The

quarter
The Social
making plans

Committee is already
for Spring Weekend
On April 19th
either Elvin Jones
Mother Earth
or Julie Driscoll
Brian Auger
and the Trinity will
oe in
concert Joni Mitchell will
perform on the following Friday
and Saturday
the soulful show of
Sam

and Dave and

their

nineteenP-

iece revue will blow the roof off
the

Fieldhouse

an added attraction a lifetale subscription to Playboy Magazine will be awarded to some lucky
Kenyon man by a Playmate on SatAs

urday

A

am Admission will

Weekend

night

CANADIAN FOLKSINGER

ment attraction this weekend

Gordon Lighifoot is Ihe star entertainHe will sing Saturday at 830 in Rosse

c Approves

Collegian Funds

In a brief sparsely attended
meeting this Monday Student Council
750 in extra funds to
allocated
the Collegian
The original request of the newspaper was for 1200 to make possible more six- page issues syndicated features and a humor issue
In an earlier meeting several Council members objected claiming dissatisfaction with the paper but a
desire for a humor issue The
finance committees original recommendation of 1000 was defeated
by one vote in the same meeting
in which 2800 was awarded to the
social committee
The vote on the 750 suggestion
with the understanding
passed 9The Collegian intends to produce
a humor issue
Murray Horwitz
director of
WKCO said he did not see how more
money and more pages would make
the Collegian a better paper saying
he expected
more of the same
Finance committee member John
Flanzer noted that the Collegian
is the most important publication
on campus He said the quality
while debatable can be improved
and experimented with
41

Trustees To Consider
Student Members
trustees student affairs committee will meet tomorrow in Cleveland to discuss expanded student representation on trustees committees
Currently the only student representation consists of five members
f the student
affairs committee which deals generally with student
concerns It meets three times a year just before the full trustee meeting
The

The committee which also includes the Dean the chaplain and the
Senate chairman
is expected to recommend tomorrow that students be
included on the trustees
Academic Affairs Building and Grounds and
Faculty Housing and Development and Alumni Affairs committees There
are
academic committee- and alumni

currently faculty members of the
committee
student representation is to better studenttrustee relations and to provide opportunity for meaningful contributions
y
students to deliberations on the governing of the College
Also on the agenda will be the expressed desire of the community to
bring more
black students to Kenyon and the studentfaculty- administration
commission
to be appointed by the president with trustee approval
The proposals of the Senate social facilities committee to remodel the
Lffee Shop and to renovate Colburn Hall as a multi- purpose lounge will
jso be discussed Action to the student affairs trustee committee earlier
ln toe year
helped effect the installation of extra lighting in the library
Members of the development
The aim of increased

carrels

Edwards met with about
students in Manning Monday to
explain the report of the committee
which recommends shifting a fraternity to Manning The dean stressed
that there is no solution that is
going to satisfy everyone
He made it clear that the College is forced economically to fill
every one of its 800 beds making
off- campus housing remote
He
noted that the hoped- for addition
of 250 freshmen would make offcampus living more possible He
stated that if Manning is given to
a frat independents will be given
first priority in Farr Hall and offcampus
The residents of Manning have developed an esprit de corps in the
last few years and they do not
want to lose it if they have to leave
the dorm They held a separate
conference Tuesday night Exhibiting reactions that ranged from resignation to outrage the 20- 25 students present discussed courses of
action open to them
Recognizing that they have no
they
chance of keeping Manning
dismissed as ineffective a suggested
letter barrage from students and
parents Talk turned to establishing
a quasi- organization of Manning
residents in light of the Deans
statement that he didnt want to
break up organized groups
The students decided to accept
the loss of their dorm if the following were guaranteed them
a That they be given first preference in Farr Hall and in any
off- campus housing granted
b That all independents in Leonard Hanna and Old Kenyon may
live together in a bloc of rooms in
the respective dorms not scattered
throughout the building and
40

Peirce Hall Lounge Friday at 615
From 8 pm until midnight fraternity parties supply the bands and
booze essential to a Kenyon WeekNight Train Gambiers conend
tribution to the world of blues music
will play in Lower Dempsey from
be

No

The Student Council committee
on Housing has made its report
and it would appear that the independents will lose Manning Hall to
a fraternity possibly ALO
The crowded living conditions in
Leonard Hall have not improved
The dorm is built to hold three

the cure- all for
second semester
Kenyon mens
boredom and loneliness finally arrives this weekend This year the
weekend has been expanded someon
what to provide entertainment
both Friday and Saturday nights

1
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The Collegian editor pointed out
that more pages would make possible more in- depth and analytical
articles than are possible in fourpage issues
WKCO and Hika both made requests of the finance committee
both after the request deadline
Treasurer and committee chairman
Bob Strong noted that it will be
impossible to consider them now on
having
their
relative merits
awarded over 3000 from contingency funds already But the new
Collegian allocation does not rule
out meeting WKCO deficit or costs
of an extra Hika issue when those
requests are made more specific
Strong told Council that his committee is ill- equipped to judge the
quality of publications and to provide constructive criticism But
limited funds force them to make
financial rewards and punishments
See COUNCIL Page 6

Academics Discussion
Opens Assembly Series
Academic issues currently facing
the Kenyon community will be given
an airing before students and faculty next Wednesday afternoon at
4

pm

at

9

o

In Dorm Shakeup

V
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Winter Weekend

pm until

13

ALO May Move

Folk

10
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for open discussion

issues Planners

of prominent
look to attendance

at the sessions to put this theory
to the

test

several

college assemblies The session is
slated for Rosse Hall
Discussion led by Provost Bruce
Haywood along with Student Council
Academic Affairs Committee chairman Paul Halpern will center on
the Kenyon curriculum Three members from the faculty Curriculum
Committee from each of the collegess academic divisions also
will be present along with two other
students selected by Student Council The session will be open to
questions and responses from the
floor
The assembly is voluntary as
mandatory assemblies were abolished last year However the scope
and intent of this and future assemblies are similar to the popularly
termed
Deans Assemblies of
other years Several voluntary assemblies with college- wide interest
are planned for this semester out
of the conviction that there is a need
and a desire within the community

c That a lounge be set aside
for their use most logically the

current

ALO lounge

Though

these proposals were
mentioned in the committee report
the independents feel they may lose
these concessions before the bill
is passed They want a stronger
committment than the committee
report gives them
One student objected to the idea
of having to join any kind of group
noting that it was alien to the philosophy of being an independent
He was answered that this would
be purely a satirical kind of organization which admittedly wouldnt
mean a thing
Eventually this notion too was
discarded in favor of placing a more
rational series of requests directly
before the administration
During the questioning period
Monday many students voiced concern that independents would be
scattered around campus They
pointed out a certain dorm spirit
exists in Manning and that by dispersing those who live there this
year the administration would be
discriminating against independent
See DORMS Page 6
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Burnham Hails
US Democracy
No nation is more democratic
than America
The chief cause
of our democracy is the American
business system stated Mr James
Burnham editor for the National
Review February 5 in Rosse Hall
Mr Burnham spent six days in
Gambier as the PACCs first distinguished visitor
Material abundance permits individual choice Money is the magic wand which satisfies whims and
allows the supremely democratic
task of choosing freely uncoerced
except by the multiple alternatives
Mr Burnham cited three examples of physical mobility freedom of choice and material abundance in America
Supermarkets
are the pageant of democracy where
the housewife is anyones equal
Autos

are

democracys
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All are equal at the
ical steed
wheel We can risk our life before
the equality of the open road As
TV viewers we are all equal and
free to exercise our uncoerced
choice And the stations provide
us with what we want to see
See PACC Page 6

Study Group Demanded
Following is the lext of a resolution passed by ihe full faculty
Monday afternoon
In response to urgent appeals
that our society devote more of
its attention resources and energy
to the problems of our disadvantaged
people Kenyon College should now
reassess its ability to offer increased opportunities to those persons whose economic status cultural history or social environment
threatens to limit their educational
development
As an initial step the Faculty
requests the President of Kenyon
College to establish a commission
to undertake a thorough study of
what Kenyon s contribution to a
solution of these problems can and
should be
The commission should be asked

to proceed promptly and to report
its findings to the President at the
earliest date consistent with a
searching analysis
of relevant
issues and of the capacity of this
institution to contribute significantly
toward their resolution The commission should also be asked to formulate specific programs and policies to assess the implications of
each in terms of the human and financial resources of Kenyon to evaluate the expected benefits of each
such proposal and to recommend
an appropriate plan of action

It is understood that any recommendations presented by the commission involving faculty hiring
student admissions policy or curricular revision will be considered
by the faculty in the established
manner
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Finkbeiner Plan Urges
The President and The Students Faculty Policy Making
Zit

Eenpon Colkgian

In recent weeks President Caples has demonstrated little
patience and little desire to engage in meaningful discussion with
students
In Student Council and before the freshman class Mr
Caples has evaded questions and taken a defensive attitude
against students He was not willing to reason with those students who sincerely wanted to discuss problems At times he
would not let questioners finish their sentences and rammed
through his own opinions almost shouting down the students
In the Council meeting he haggled with students over
semantics yet managed to say I dont think theres a thing
the Board of Trustees does that is relevant to the student
body He was full of contradictions he said that he will attend
only open meetings and that he likes to do so he said that if
full meetings of the trustees were open to selected student representatives nothing would be accomplished at the meetings
The presidents incommunicative style is related to his
view of students Part of the problem we attribute to his relative newness in the academic community The major part of
the problem seems to be that the president does not consider
students capable of making any substantive contributions to the
policy- making of the College He regards students as young and
inexperienced transients and often talks of building the College
for future students
One reason for the deep affection John Kennedy evoked
among blacks Martin Luther King once said was that he was
responsive sensitive and humble before the people and bold on
their behalf
Part of our disenchantment with President Caples is that
he has not interpreted his role as requiring humility before the
people or boldness on their behalf It has seemed time and again
that we are drawing up sides us against the president when
it need not happen Students are as concerned about the welfare
of the College as is the president But we have had trouble getting on his wavelength
Tomorrow the Trustees Student Affairs committee will recommend student representation on three additional trustees
committees This is a sound beginning The president has admitted it might be helpful The Finkbeiner committee recognizes
that students should be involved in College policy- making The
Kenyon handbook notes that one of the stated aims of campus
government is to encourage a sense of mature responsibility
among undergraduates through active participation in the government of the College
The principle is well- established But the sense of participation has been eroded We urge the acceptance of the student
affairs committees suggestions tomorrow But students should
also be included in the full board meetings to represent student
views in overall discussions as full participating members working
with all of the trustees

The Finkbeiner Report is one
proposal that student and faculty
leaders will urge at the Trustee
meeting this weekend in Cleveland
It recommends increased faculty
and student participation in policy
formulation The report submitted
by the Committee on Faculty Organization CFO October 4 1968 cites
a need for adjustment to the changing needs and aspirations of segments of the college community
The committee welcomes suggestions and criticisms as it proposals
are being reevaluated according
to Mr Daniel T Finkbeiner
chairman
The underlying principles of the
report are stated in its introduction
and derived from a Statement on
Government of Colleges and Universities published by the American Association of University Professors in 1966 It is essential that
the management of a college be a
cooperative enterprise utilizing the
talents of many persons within a
framework of shared authority and
responsibility
That framework
should be designed to foster a continuing exchange of views and information among all segments of
the college
When the President and Trustees must exercise their authority
it is more likely their decision will
be understood and supported by
the whole college if everyone is
informed and has participated in
the discussion Authority the power
imposes
to make final decisions
an obligation to seek advice to
listen to relevant opinion and to
keep the college community well
informed at all times
The report makes two basic
criticisms upon which its solutions
are formed 1 Faculty and students
should have increased influence in
the decision making process at
Kenyon 2 Kenyon is underad- ministered
resulting in an excessive
diversion of valuable faculty talent
into administrative
tasks which
could be performed by adminis-

trative assistants
The report suggests creation of

approximately seven new committees and the amalgamation of three
more The structure would be a
formalization of duties already performed by the faculty through a
succession of ad hoc committees
The reorganization would create five
overarching boards headed by memRCB bers of the administration Faculty would have decreased obligations to perform administrative duties and be able to concentrate on
questions of substantive policy
The proposed Boards include PubFaculty Developlic Occasions
ment Academic Affairs Student
The purpose of a liberal arts college such as Kenyon is to Development Student Activity and
train prepare inspire and awaken the student mind This can Educational Policy and Resource
The Boards
be accomplished only in a cool open critical atmosphere of com- Allocation EPRA
serve an advisory coordinate
munication True communication and not mere Diktat or ir- would
function they would have no review
rational dogma can only carry forth in an atmosphere of mutual or veto power The Boards would

Communication

and

Respect

respect
The student body at Kenyon College must come to see
President Caples as an individual who understands follows and
President
warmly endorses the precepts of liberal education
Caples on the other hand must realize that the student body
as a generality is responsible and is concerned about the future
and welfare of its institution
No responsible member of our college community wants
Kenyon to turn into another Columbia or San Francisco State
However if the leader of our institution stifles true communication and if he sets an example of irrational emotionalism Kenyon College cannot long exist as a truly meaningful institution
Most certainly it is at this point in President Caples administration that both he and the student body must look at
themselves in terms of the overall purposes of a liberal arts education If we are responsible we have no choice and it is certainly not too late
RBG

clarify jurisdiction in referring business to committees and they wold
cause more faculty to be involved
and informed at an earlier stage
The Boards could look atproblems
as a whole at questions cutting
across several committees Finkbeiner states It is a coordination
of efforts of the committees that
dont have that much coordination
between themselves
The Chairman of CFO admits
uncertainty as to the practical value
if
of the Boards but comments
there isnt a function for the Board
to fulfill it will die on the vine
It wont take any time to abolish
it if its not doing anything It should
be there
however because the
boards are an opportunity for anyone who has a good idea to get
There
it before everyone else
would be a vertical horizontal disbecause disVertical
cussion
cussion of problems raised could
originate at either end of the strucor the
the administration
ture
faculty committee It would be hori

zontal because Boards could cooperate in determining jurisdiction
and in advising each other at faculty council meetings
Besides coordination the Boards
would keep the College informed
about current problems and proposals in it particular area
Such proposals would be sent
to the Faculty Council for transmittal to the Faculty for refer-

ral to the EPRA Board or for
further study as the Council deems
Members of the
appropriate
Council would serve on each of
the five coordinating Boards and
the EPRA Board to provide liason between the Faculty Council
pg 7
and each Board
Instatement of the Student ActivSAB is subject to
student approval
The Senate can
determine if the Board is necessary
The sort of function we had in mind
is a wider ranging concern of the
entire domain of student activity
the quality of life in the dorm
It is entirely possible there is no
need for one but it is the function
that we support not the name of
the agency
Finkbeiner states
Council President Hoster has
pointed out the SAB would have
no legislative power It would be
for communication purposes
to
bridge one structure to another
It could discuss issues and propose action horizontally to the other
Boards and vertically to the other
I do not at
student organizations
this time see a great deal of value
in it over and above the arrangement we have now Senate at least
in theory is supposed to carry out
the functions of this proposed
Board states Hoster
The report suggests student consultants to most committees Stu

ities Board

dents would be able to vote and par
ticpate fully in discussions When
the academic and personal records
of students are the topic consul
tants will be excused at the discretion of the chairmen
Votes
in these committees are not so
important as students think The
essential thing is to get the opinion
heard Finkbeiner claims
Frankly we think theres quite
a bit in here that would be of
interest to students We would ap
preciate an indication from the student body that they know generally
what is being proposed in this document and whether this is the sort
of thing that they think is proper
or not Copies are on reserve at
the library if they are interested
the chairmen asserts
This report shows insights that
are exceedingly realistic and contemporary
They are perhaps not
that substantial but I have not seen
them before from faculty or administration A gesture is being made
toward including the students in
the policy making process It is
not authoritarian At least at the
academic level we are going tohave
a real cooperative enterprise I
hope that in the future other areas
of the college will profit from the
insights of the
CFO
Hoster

declares
The EPRA Board is a conspiaddition The faculty claims
the right to recommend needs and
priorities in educational programs
and facilities and the matching prcuous

ivilege of

access

to budget planning

information
Members of The Committee on
Faculty Organization are Cyrus W
Banning Daniel T Finkbeiner
chm Thomas C Jegla Gordon L
Johnson James E Michael BPeter
Seymour and Paul M Titus

Letter to the Collegian
To

This letter concerns the use of
conthe library for a rockan- droll
cert The proposal to some seems
immediately objectionable The objections concern interference with
studies possible rowdyism maintainance expenses and difficulties
and the setting of a precedent that
would be contrary to the nature
of the building To others the idea
seems exciting and worthwhile They
say the building probably has ideal
acoustics
that there is no other
structure in Gambier that allows
for multi- level events that monuments to the humanities should
be allowed to function as such
To prevent the concert from interfering with studies it can occur
after midnight when nobody is
allowed to study in the library
anyway
The event can clearly be limited
to the central lobby of the building

excluding the stacks the reading
lounges the basement
the folio
room and the seminar rooms Reason and a sense of compromise suggests that the event could also be of
short duration ending at two or

QTlje

Editor

Managing

Editors

Sports Editor
Jim Fine

four
Fo

lign

It also seems that these same
people administration and Library
Committee feel that such an event
although apparently practicable
would be contrary to the purpose
and nature of the building This
is even a little bit surp rising considering some of the very nonacademic show s of sculpture painting and graphics which have been
presented in the same areas of the
library that would be used for a
concert We certainly are not supposed to believe that the building
christened a monument to the humanities decked with culturallyexciting visual art and known as the

library of
arbitrarily

Kenyon College is to
be determined a bifj
hollow box full of books and functional only as a storeroom and a

study hall
Thomas Coakley

Ivcnpon Collegian
Gambier

308

Ohio 43022
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on a Sunday morning The band
Xight Train which is anxious to
perform at such an event at no
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of Kenyon students hence they understand the nature of the structure
and are able to grasp the full
environmental
of
quality
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Theatre

Basketball To Religion Ear- Eye To Open Tomorrow
T
J TLevy
by Harold

V

T-

1

When Ed Shook came lo Kenyon 3Vi years ago he was
Ed Nole
known primarily as a basketball player of great ability More recently
he has been elected senior class president taken an active interest in
cmpus politics and become engrossed in religious mysticism
lowing excerpts are from a Collegian interview

The

Senior class president
been something important I wouldnt have run One of
the reasons I ran was because the position entails a seat on the Student
which I dont think anybody knew about I was interested in
Council
becoming active in student government
I give a speech for the senior
class picnic but other than that what is there

3

If it had

Basketball team
Harrison there were two rules no drinking and no smoking
If he found out you were violating the rules it became
and he meant it
Brannum is much more realistic he doesnt mind as
a personal thing

T

K

With

as you stay in condition This is the way it is with all athletes
When Harrison was here we
anyway Harrison was a pressure coach
Brannum came in and the lucks
won a lot of games we shouldnt have
you cant attribute it to coaching
and when
caught up with us
they throw a season at us with 8 home games and 20 away games
weve never played a tougher schedule
Drugs at Kenyon
The MDA thing broke down fraternity barriers which was one of
the best things the College has seen but then there was the suppression
One of the
and things went back almost to the way they were before
things I have against the drug scene is that it tends to build another group
called The Drug People and they tend to exclude the non- drug people
You cant argue with the way the drug policy is going on
Edwards
When it became an eruption he had to stop
has got to do these things
You cant have Kenyon become a drug college
it
Religion and Mysticism
Drugs to me are a sort of a metaphysical thing in a lot of ways
My main
Religions in geninterest now is going to divinity school
The way I look on religion is
eral have lost the mystical concept
different from the accepted Christian viewpoint which says Here is
mysticism tends to get on a much
God and here are the people
My
higher plane
where youre dealing with the idea of the soul
belief is that God created everything out of himself My mysticism is
I used to be very skeptical about the
more psychic than intellectual
occult but some of the things that were going on I cant say any more
what I really believe
The Church is
Were in for a very big spiritual revolution
stagnant in a spiritual sense
People are asking questions of a very
spiritual nature
Christians look on Christ as the Saviour but when
He said 1 am the way
he meant to imitate Him not so much Worship
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Astrology is about the most scientific thing you can get into youre
with certain electromagnetic forces when the planets are in
If you know about them you can counteract them
certain relationships
all the first astronomers were astrologers first
Kenyon in Flux
I think it would
The pass- fail system would be a good thing
do a lot to get rid of the apathy around here On getting rid of womens
hours good in a lot of ways bad in some ways which can be overcome
Im sure people will respect each others rights
This is what the
Dean is doing with Security
hes putting the responsibility in the stu-

dealing

dents hands
I dont disBeing an isolated college
isnt the right idea
agree totally with the idea of stepping out of society and looking at
things objectively for a time but I just dont think its necessarily a
Maybe part of it is but it shouldpart of your educational experience
nt be forced on you part of your education is working with people
A student should be able to take off a year at some time
If hes going
on to grad school he definitely should take off for a year
I think hes a real go- getter Apathy
Im impressed with Hoster
Caples
1 respect both Caples and Hoster
is the problem at Kenyon
is here to make Kenyon work as a corporation
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JOHN DECKER Judith Goodhand and Barry Schwartz prepare for
this weekends production of The Private Ear and The Public Eye
at the Hill Theater

Henry IV Praised
by Galbraith
The Drama Club can congratulate
itself on another highly successful
Shakespearean production The third
such undertaking in as many years
the clubs achievement in Henry IV
Part I demonstrates once again the
depth of first- rate talent both professional and amateur presently
in residence at Kenyon
All phases of Director James
Pattersons production contributed
to the general excellence of the
stage performance Since Margaret
Motes arrival in Gambier we have
come to expect lavish and beautiful
costuming in Hill Theater Her work
and that of the Gambier ladies
in particular of Mary Finkbeiner
garbed Henry IV part I splendidly
Dan Parrs simple set though probably not simple to construct provided the cast with as much freedom of action as is possible on an
essentially small stage and was
particularly evocative in the night
forest scene on Gadshill Overall
the make- up was the best Ive seen
here and the properties except
for the paucity of potables in the
tavern and the inappropriate duelling swords used in the battle
complemented a clear
scenes
forceful and concise blocking of a
difficult play
Highest praise without question
goes to Steve Hannaford for his
supurb creation of Falstaff We all
knew that in many of his stage
mannerisms Hannaford came naturally to the part but the really

M

Crump

surprising thing was the complete
absence of Hannaford in the finished
character he created He make- up
and costuming concealed his proper
person from our view but his poise
assurance and genuine wit replaced
it with as fine a Falstaff as one
can hope to see in any theater
Space does not permit me to
mention all those who provided
Henry IV Part I with acting excellence of a consistency that surpassed either of the previous Shakespearean productions I have seen
done at Kenyon All deserve praise
but a few must be singled out by
virtue of the impression they made
on the fabric of the play Reed
Woodhouse as King Henry IV Bob
Altman as Prince Hal and Lyn
Uttal as Hotspur graced the play
with their best acting to date In
the smaller roles Larry Ropp as
Northumberland Murray Horwitz
as Bardolph and Bert Parker as
Francis remain particularly in my
mind as having caught the essence
of their parts And as Mistress
Quickly Pam Porter in make- up
gesture and voice startled me with
the wan life- force of a Bergmanlike image out of the Middle Ages
All this praise I feel is richly
merited But the play was not without flaws
Shakespearean battle
scenes are almost impossible to do
effectively In the present production
the fights themselves were
fighteningly real in ferocity but the
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Sonneborn
To Predict

Future

Tracy M Sonneborn Distinguished Service Professor of Zoology at Indiana University will present this years Phi Beta Kappa
lecture His lecture will be presented in the Speech Building this
Monday at 8 pm and is entitled
The Future of Man as a Biologist
Sees It
Dr Sonneborns major research
efforts have been consistently devoted to studies on the Unicellular
Animal Paramecium in the domains
of genetics cytology morphogenesis development and evolution His
1937 discovery of mating types made
possible for the first time experimental cross- breeding analyses in
such organisms
As a result he
and his students were enabled to
discover and analyze a number of
mechanisms of genie control and
See FUTURE Page
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Senate Permits
Frosh To Talk
Tuesdays Campus Senate meeting was a short relatively uneventful affair
It was reported that the chaperone
rules change passed last week may
be returned to Senate by President
Caples for further clarification He
has not yet studied the amended
version however and passage or
veto action will be withheld for

Several Kenyon students counted themselves among the multitudes flocking to Columbuss St Johns Arena last Friday night
OSLs offering was Peter Paul Mary and a concert par
excellence Seasoned showmanship was shadowed only by the inherent mastery of the trios repertoire For students film and
two hours Peter Paul
Mary did their thing on a no- static folk
frequency
Photostory by Sam Barone

A

Friday and Saturday nights of
this Dance Weekend Drama 200
will present a pair of one- act comedies by Peter Shaffer author of
The Royal Hunt of the Sun
The two delightfully ribald plays
The Private Ear and The Public
Eye
first appeared in London about
five years ago before opening a
successful run on Broadway
The Private Ear portrays the
fumbling attempts of a shy young
man to seduce a pretty dim- witted
The Public Eye concerns
girl
the frustrations of a conservative
middle- aged accountant who suspects his young unconventional wife
of infidelity A seemingly extrahuman detective makes some startling revelations
The Drama 200 class is producing
the plays as part of its course work
Peter Allen directs both plays The
cast includes John Decker Gerald
Ellsworth Robert Leverone Barry
Schwartz and Judith Goodhand
Tickets will be on sale in Peirce
Hall through tomorrow from 1130 to
1 pm
and at the door Student
admission is 50
See HENRY Page 6
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v

the time being
The senators then tabled a motion from Student Council to revise
the
Rules and Regulations section of the Student Handbook This
proposal would hand over to Senate
the rule- making jurisdiction now
granted to the administration
The only new business considered
was a motion to make Freshman
Councils Senate observer a nonvoting member with full voice This
was passed as an ad hoc measure
with the provision that future consideration be given to making it a
legislative change
John Smyth gave an IFC report
proposing a clarification of the
Handbooks explanation of womens
hours The major problem lies in
reconciling the coterminous womens and party hours with parties
ending before normal womens hours
expire
Senates next get together will be
a meeting with womens dean Doris
Crozier on Saturday February 22
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Construction
Holds Schedule

architecture
Mr Kovell stated that generally
work was proceeding without any
appreciable delays However the
construction company is working
on a tight schedule The recent
January thaw helped to bring about
some work progress but inclement
weather including freezing rain and
snow have sometimes slowed or
completely halted construction He
said it would not be until spring that
an accurate analysis of construction
progress could be made
Mr Kovell is optimistic that all
the buildings can be completed on
time He cited reasons for general
construction delays eg late deliveries of supplies but delays have
not occurred nor are they presently
anticipated
More than ninety percent of the
lower level concrete work in the
Commons building is completed and
nearly one- half of the upper level
concrete slabs have been poured
Several problems in design have
developed within the Commons complex First according to the Ohio
State building code fireplaces are
forbidden in public places Therefore a revision in the plans must
be made Also the Commons plan
has been revised to include nine
foot ceilings instead of ones six
inches lower also to comply with
the Ohio law
One half of the concrete floor
slabs on the second floor of the
first dormitory unit have already
been poured The foundation wall
in the second dormitory was completed in late January and work
is now proceeding on the first floor
of that structure
Renovation of Old Mather must
proceed slowly since classes are
still meeting in that building Workmen have been toiling nights in
order to complete duct work Mr
Kovell stated that increased renovation activities in Mather will occur
during spring break

CONSTRUCTION
are on schedule

Debaters Continue
Standout Season
The Kenyon debate team has car-

ried its successful performance

in
competition into 1969

top national
with outstanding showings

at three

recent national tournaments
Competing in a field of schools
from throughout the country at the
University of Redlands in California
Kenyons varsity team of Jeff Butz
and Richard Baehr defeated such
schools as the University of Southern
California and the US Air Force
Academy
From there Butz and Baehr continued on to another national tournament held at USC Here they continued to do well in strong competition defeating such schools as
the California Institute of Technology and Whittier College the
school for which President Nixon
formerly debated
The topic debated which has been
used throughout the year is that
executive control of US foreign
policy should be significantly curtailed In these tournaments as in
all major ones teams must be prepared to debate both affirmative and
negative on the isse since they
must switch sides after each round
Kenyons novice debate teams
have also done very well so far
this year Early last semester they
tied for third place at OSU Later
in a tournament held at Kenyon
they also placed third as Freshman
Hugh McElrath took first speakers
honors The novices placed second
in the James A Garfield Memorial
Tournament at Hiram College with
McElrath ranking second in individual speaker points Finally the
team won a tournament held at St
Vincent College

The IFC showed its new colors
Monday as it charged through its
luncheon meeting agenda and held
a preliminary discussion on the

tion Jeff noted that
My tenure
in office has been very rewarding
and I have enjoyed being of service
to the Council
It was understood

localization movement

that Jeff retired for reasons of
age
The Senates faculty guest bill
was explained and a hand- out for
social chairmen will be prepared
to explain the new machinery in-

It was noted that Kenyons trustees would be unwilling to move
against the nationals and that some
divisions gain more from the nationals than others The problem
was referred to the IFC self- study
committee which has been charged
with
the
examination of such
matters The seven- member committee will be chaired by Pat Scarlett and Murray Horwitz will serve
as the First Officer- Whip
Jeff oilers resignation as IFC
secretary was announced and Reed
Woodhouse was elected by acclamation to fill the office In his resigna

The president and the students
met for the second Monday night
in a row as President Caples and
the freshman class squared off with
each other in Gund Hall lounge
About 50 60 freshmen wandered in
during the more than two and a half
hour session Monday night
Discussion got under way on a
subdued note with the president explaining a resolution passed by faculty council earlier that day directing him to set up a commission to
examine the prospects for a black
students program at Kenyon He
said he was going to inform the
Board of Trustees of the move at
its meeting Friday He expressed
the conviction that the Board would
be favorable and hoped they would
include a sum of money to fund
the commission
Caples stressed the need to win
the support of all elements of the
community faculty students administration and towns for any
program to be a success
When conversation shifted to womens hours signs of friction appeared The freshmen asked the
president if he might veto a Senate
resolution to abolish womens hours
if such a resolution were ever to
pass Senate Caples replied Youd
have to give me a damn good reason
One
for the proposed legislation
student pointed out that other schools
had abolished parietals including
Antioch The President said Would
you really want to go to Antioch

CHIEF Gordon Kovell says the womens buildings

IFC Studies Frat
Change To Locals
Discussion revealed that significant sentiment exists in several
divisions to go local The continuity and structure provided by a
national were weighed against the
bother and dollar cost The balance
was not according to some presidents in favor of the national Two
outside factors were that alumni
support may be greatly damaged
and that some nationals have begun
to awaken to their backwardness
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Caples Frosh
H ash Issues

volved
Dean Edwards announced that
there will be no off- campus housing
next year He also informed the
council that the Housing Committee
of Student Council will finalize its
findings and release its report later
in the week after a meeting with
the residents of Manning Hall All
conceivable solutions to the North

Leonard population explosion were
being considered
IFC members were urged to read
the Newsweek article on Blacks on
Campus as background for a discussion of the social impact of
a black contingent at Kenyon next

September
Murray Horwitz was charged to
bring Social Committee and IFC
members together to plan the intensity and frequency of next years
social events in the light of the
arrival of some girls

Two weeks ago the varsity team
of Butz and Baehr journeyed to
Harvard University to participate
in one of the biggest tournaments
of the national circuit in which
some 150 of the better teams in
the nation competed They were

5- 3
there with wins over Boston
College Tufts Mercer Ga College Colgate and Kings College
Two of the losses were to
Pa
nationally ranked teams Houston
and Harvard in close matches The
third loss was to a strong squad
from Boston College

varsity team will next debate
Ohio Four Man State Championship at OSU February 21- 22
where the team placed second last
year
The

at the

Some students maintained that
students should have autonomy in
determining their own social reg
ulations as the faculty is autonomous in regulating academic matters They cited the growingprinci
pie of section autonomy whereby
dormitories make their own regula
tions President Caples held that
students should not have autonomj
in social regulations because the
college was blamed for the stSo long
udents behavior He said
as thats true and thats always
going to be true it will be thatway
That is the present system for
making social regulations will reHe added a minute later
main
So long as human nature is human
nature youre going to have restricetc We the college
tions wars
act in loco parentis thats the
law
If you dont like the rules
there are most who do There is
going to be order here
Sliding into the coordinationcoeducati- on
controversy Caples reasserted that he intends to keep
Kenyon and the WC as separate
as Brown and Pembroke or Columbia
and

Barnard

One thing you cant

the President
seem to understand
said
is that the Trustees have
said this is going to be a coordinate
college
Caples reaffirmed that he thought
students shouldnt be present at
Trustee meetings The re are things
they could not contribute to and
See HASH Page 6
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Gordon G Kovell has expressed
his optimism that construction of
the Womens College will be completed on schedule
Mr Kovell who recently replaced
Mr Robert Geiger as resident engineer for Perkins and Will came
to the partnership two and a half
years ago following a stint with the
Marine Corps Engineers He was
born and brought up in North Dakota and was graduated from North
Dakota State University in 1982
a
with
bachelors degree in

February
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Otters Nip
Cage Hopes

4

1

ime margin
But

denied

waning

CO-

Hockey Club Hits
Hard But Loses
by John Irving

moments Otterbein finally

the lead on a Jim McKee
jumper at 147 In the last minute
each team tried its best to give the
other Otterbein
victory to the
missed several foul shots but on
the other hand Kenyon twice failed
to connect
on one and one free
a Kit Marry pass went
throws
awry
and Marty Hunt blew two
layups

cold courtmen
shots compared to
the 101 thrown up by the Cardinals
the lack
which again emphasizes
of rebounding in the Kenyon arsenal
Rinka tossed in 39 points before
he fouled
out with 15 seconds left
and Dunlop
added 25 Six Otters
Mi double figures
Kenyon travels to Mount Union
on
Saturday and to Oberlin next
Tuesday as they attempt to salvage
a winning
record from an otherwise disappointing season
The

hot

CAPTAIN Jim Park breaks loose io score Kenyons lone goal in
4- 1 loss to Denison
Mike Balabon

Sundays

gained

and

managed only 70

The Hockey Club has revitalized
itself this year with a resounding
0- 3 record
Overcoming such annual
handicaps as the lack of practice
and players
ice- time
facitilies
the staunch few who are possessed
by a fierce love of the game bring
the Kenyon spirit to the ice

Returning from last years undefeated squad is goalie Ken Graniero and a strong defense composed
of Bruce Landis Jim Park and
John Irving Veteran forwards are
Pete Lathrop Puck Cummings Jim
Nordberg and Mark
Lightbulb
Skoning with special guest appearances by Chip Lowery Jon Meigs
and Cathy Graniero Valuable reinforcement has been added to the
bench by rookie goalie Mike Tavenes
and linemen Mike Blume and Kevin
Horrigan The club has also acquired
a new coach Harold Cuisioro previously named most valuable player
by Ohio State
On February 8 the club traveled to
the Cleveland Arena for a match

Lords Club Princes
In Home

Finale

Kenyons courtmen literally saved
best for the last as they overwhelmed the Heidelberg Student
Princes 125- 97 in their last home
court appearance of the year The
rout was a fitting climax to the
four years of success
enjoyed in
ertheimer Fieldhouse by departing
seniors Ed Shook Kit Marty Larry
finstrom and John Dunlop
The Lords jumped out to a 10- 4
lead in the early moments and from
then on the only question was how
large the margin of victory would be
Johnny Rinkas superb passing and
hustling defense sparked the Lord
first half onslaught which resulted
the

in

the one- sided 68- 31 halftime
score The overpowering factor in
ie Kenyon game was the sudden
appearance of near perfect team

mm
NRSTK0X
NATIONAL

work indeed the pinpoint passing
to the open man and scrambling
defense stunned the unaware Student

Princes

second half was marked by
more ragged play on the part of
the Lords as Coach Brannum substituted freely in the later stages
of the game Towering Larry Finstrom and jumping jack Kit Marry
each fouled out midway through
second half action which aided the
cause of the struggling Student
The

Princes

Small college All American Rinka
played his usual stellar floor game
in addition to netting 36 points and
passing out 9 assists Dilly Dunlop also corralled assists in addition to tallying 23 points The Jtwins were ably supported by 17
points from Marty Hunt and 10
points from the vastly improved
Larry Finstrom

MAGER
SHOES
103

S

Main

Mt Vernon

O

with a very strong Case- Western
Reserve team The contest was
rather disappointing Case had a
well organized group of experienced
skaters who picked apart the Kenyon defense and stifled its offensive

drives
Kenyons Lowery however did
manage to break down the Case
defense long enough to score two
goals and Blumes lightning moves
baffled the opponents into allowing
one more
Another highpoint for
Kenyon was the brilliant defensive
work of Bruce Landis but his crisp
checking was the only thing about
which the Lords could boast When
the game ended the scoreboard
showed an embarrassing 16- 3 rout
The next day February 9 the
Hockey Club entertained Denison
at the Ohio State Rink The Lords
were hampered by the loss of Landis
who had become ill which left only
Park and Irving on defense with
no relief Denison was stronger
individually but did not work well
together and this factor made for
a closer more interesting match
Kenyon
played good defensive
hockey
but for the most part
was unable to put together any
sustained offensive drives
As usual in Kenyon- Denison rivalry this game was characterized
by a great deal of hard hitting
Players on both teams went for
and
the man instead of the puck
ptains
Park and Cummings the
spent more than the average
number of minutes in the penalty box
Unfortunately Kenyons inability to
shoot accurately cost them the game
as Big Red forwards put in four
goals while the Lords could only
manage one Park jammed the puck
home in the first minutes of the
third period for the only score
In the future Kenyon hockey will
tangle with Heidelberg Hillsdale
and possibly Miami of Ohio in
addition to a rematch with Denison
All of these games should be most
interesting and the team would
appreciate support

HOTEL
CURTIS
in

Mt Vernon

Square

County-

Wide Bankine
Mount Vernon
Danville
Centerburg

rredericktown
i

The fortunes of the Kenyon cindermen rose again as they challenged
always tough Capital to the hilt
before falling 8012 to 65 Meanwhile Wooster straggled in a distant third with a point total 2412
The Lords jumped out to an early
lead by capturing firsts in three
of the first four events Tommie
Frye Face Johnson Flash Lewis
and Perry Thompson garnered a
first in the 880 relay with a time
of 1370 Ron Ditmars seta Wertheimer Fieldhouse record with a
1159 in the 600 yard run and
captain Johnson set a fine example
by tying another fieldhouse record
by dashing 55 yards in 60 seconds
Fryes fourth in the 55 yard dash
and the third and fourth finish of
Fred Federer and Don Mayer respectively in the 440 dash aided
the Kenyon cause Second place
finishes by Johnson in the 300 and
Galier in the 55 low hurdles plus
the fourth of Thompson in the 300
and the third of Ditmars in the 55
high hurdles indicates that Kenyon
has much strength in the shorter
running events
However
the best Kenyon could
manage in the longer running events
was a first place tie with Capital
in the mile relay
Iron Man Ditmars grabbed a second in the 880
and freshmen Sam Barone and Kevin
Horrigan contributed a second and a
third in the 1000 yard event Art
Vedder pulled fourths in both the
mile and two mile distances
The Lords had a 1 2 3 sweep in
the high jump fashioned byDitmars
Ron Callison
and Johnson with

Wrestlers Fall
The wrestling match slated for
Saturday with Muskingum was cancelled due to the sudden death of a
Muskingum student and will not be
rescheduled at a later date
The grapplei s contest with Marietta listed for February 15 or
Saturday of Winter Weekend was
changed to February 10 as the
athletic department bowed to the
demands of the Lord matmen to say
the least the first victory for the
wrestlers this year Doug Vogeler
and Fred Llewellyn decisioned their
men to gain the Lord point total of
6 while the remaining members of
the team were all pinned Thus the
final tally was Marietta 42 and
Kenyon

6

coca-

on the Square

BANK

Public

5

Track Meet Halved
As Records Fall

by Greg Alexander
performance
masterful
The
turned out by the Kenyon cagers
Saturday night proved to be just
Otterba mirage as they handed the
ein Cardinals a 92- 91 victory Tuesday evening at Westerville
Kenyon once again started like
i house afire by jumping out to a
in the first
thirteen point bulge
half Court magician Johnny Rinka
dumped
in 24 points to lead the
Sinking 26 of 28 charity
attack
Kenyon ran roughshod
attempts
over the Otters in the first twenty
minutes and built up a 50- 41 halftthe Cardinals were not to be
as they slowly but steadily
pecked away at the Lord lead in
half Kenyon held a
the second
at one point but the
6- 150 lead
Larry Finstrom was
boisterous
called for his fourth foul and his
sorely needed height was lost for
seven minutes When he
the next
returned the spread was only 72- 68
in
favor of the Kenyon quintet
Finstrom left for good at 712
Marty Hunt and Rinka also had to
cautiously when they picked
play
fourth personals in the
up their

Page

Footwear

Pedwin
Edgerton

Plimatic
Roblee
Nun Bush

first place laurels

Mizzou Champs

Drown Mermen
by Norm Schmidt
water Lords of the Ohio
Conference met the Missouri Valley
Conference champs the University
of Cincinnati Saturday and lost
Swimming with little hope of winning the meet was scheduled so
that individuals could find a third
event to swim in the Conference meet
The

3 weeks away

After the Lords lost the opening
medley relay Tom Walther salvaged
second place in the 1000 yard freestyle event with a time of 11313
Larry Witner took a first in the 200
yard free event with 1516 a time
which should drop at least2 seconds
as Larry peaks for the Conference
meet After taking third and fourth
in both the 50 yard freestyle and
the 200 individual medley the Lords
sprang back with Greg Offenburger
and his usual top notch performance
on the diving board
Froggy had
his best point total this year 2274
and earned a first place
Doug

Neffs 2093gainedasecond

place in the fly event with Keith
Bell and Dave Doyle also making
good show ings thereby moving them
up in the conference standings Witner pulled off another crowd pleaser
by clocking a 492 in the 100 yard
freestyle The last highlight aside
from Walthers free tour of Cincinnati campus in the midst of a
monsoon was Bill Kollers first in
the 200 yard breaststroke The final
tally was Lords 33 Cincinnati 70
Kenyon takes on a tough Ashland
team at Ashland Friday and returns
home to battle the Oberlin Yeomen
Saturday afternoon at 230 which
will be the last appearance in the
Shaffer pool for seniors Larry Witner Greg Kalmbach Greg Offenburger and Dave Doyle Support
for the tankmen in the last home
meet and the Conference Championships at Ohio We si e yan could
spur the Lords on to better efforts

St
V

4

ROOKIE RON CALLISON soars over the high junmp bar in last Saturdays triangular meet His second place finish helped the Lords to a
1
2 3 Sweep Of the event
Sam Barone

BECKS

Serving Qirdfity Food
Big Beck Coney Islands
Hot Dogs Hamburgs Soft Drinks
8 Blocks S of Square
on Rt 13 Mt Vernon
COOPER-

Your Headquarters
For QUALITY

5
10
being the top height of the
day Perry Thompson long jumped
20 11 for a first and the ubiquitous
Ditmars came in third Hulking Cliff
Carlson earned a third in the shot
put and Saul Benjamin rounded out
the Kenyon scoring with a 12 effort
in the pole vault which won him

Williams Flower Shop
114 South Main Street
Telephones 392- 2076 392- 2086
Flowers for al occasions

BESSEMER

North Sandusky
Mount Vernon Ohio
Phone

397-

0121
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This society has been relatively
mobile and dynamic It has
always been easy for a man to
make a small amount and to earn
a lot more given a modest willingness to work

open

Intellectuals

and

semi intellec-

tuals make serious criticisms of
the society The reformers dont

trust the ordinary citizen to make
DEAN EDWARDS discussing crowded housing with Manning students

Mr Burnham attacks the New
Left Their goals are undefined
and they are intolerant of differences from their own standard
Continued from Page 1
The present system must be dein
activity
of freedom to join fraternities by stroyed After that well see is the
favor
social
fraternities
assuring fraternities that they could ideology which they follow The
The committee emphasizes that have room for as many members as New Left has blocked committee
organized groups including the Midthey accept However he conceded meetings and prevented speeches
dle Kenyon Association should have that this would act to decrease the Vandalims destruction and physical
the opportunity to do what they freedom to not join by assuring assault characterize their methods
started out to do live together
room security and desirability to They are identical to the Young
It is planned that independents could fraternities but not to independents Nazis of the 1920s Burnham
be relocated in Watson and Farr
On the whole Dean Edwards asserts
Halls
agreed that the proposal had some
In PACC seminar The National
Dean Edwards rejected any plan unpleasant implications for resito relocate any members of fradents of Manning Hall He posed Review editor made further obserternities in excess of the divisions one basic question What is per- vations The alleged Establishment
is non- existent Competing corporcapacity in other divisions due to haps a better solution
If the inations and the mass media are
the existence of sub- cultures on dependents had serious objections
campus For example he pointed the Dean suggested that a petition influential but their combined effect
out it would hardly do to place to Student Council would be is a Madisonian diversity of conflicting interests These organizaBetas in South Hanna However
acceptable
Dean Edwards believed that indepenOne independent seemed to sum tions are not all centrally owned
dents could be found who would be up the feelings of most of the
If demonstrators create disturwilling to live in frat divisions
others when he pointed out that bances tatical consciousness must
In response to the Deans outindependents constitute some 30
be employed This means warn them
look various independents proposed of the student body but that they
once and
with serthey
problems that would arise from the were being asked to make all the ious intentif then persist
them
If they
hit
change Single rooms on the Hill concessions
step outside the system and base
would be virtually impossible for
their activities on an ideology of
Student Council President
independents to obtain Several stuoverthrowing the government they
Monspeak
Hoster
will
David
dents would find living in fratdivisshould be jailed A societys right
Is
Why
Kenyon
on
night
day
lons undesirable
but financially
to
self- preservation is superior to
Mediocre The talk sponsored
necessary Independents in frat diany process of government If it
Lectureships
by
Student
the
be
would
from
the
visions
isolated
doesnt defend itself by whatever
Committee will be at 930 pm
activities of the dominant group
means including destruction it is
open
for instance they would be less able
be
to
in Rosse and will
moribund it doesnt deserve to
to participate in intramural s on an
the public
survive
organized level One independent
asked if the College was not placing
more emphasis on money and empty
beds than on the welfare of the
independent
The Dean defended the committee
plan as not being fraternity oriented
Rather it is meant to increase the
by Richard Alper
cide with these values are politically
legitimate Presently few institutThe Institutions did not restions fulfill this so there is a need
pond to fit the values and aspiraThis involves
tions of the people and a helluva for modernizing
Continued from Page 1
a lot of people turned out The broadening the base of political
system failed to check out what participation so blacks can control
He urged Council to make intellithe poor and the young the institutions affecting their lives
blacks
gent comment on the organizations
were believing stated Dr Charles Participation must be in meaninvolved
V Hamilton in
Erskine Hall at ingful ways to involve people or it
In other action it was reported
is temporizing not modernizing
College
in ColOhio
Dominican
that Saga is considering investing umbus Tuesday January 21
Alienation and anarchronism de100000 to rehabilitate the Peirce
Dr Hamilton who is presently stroy
the sense of community and
kitchen in return for a long- term a
Professor of Political Science the ability to relate to overarching
contract
coand
University
Roosevelt
at
institutions
Disconnected people
Jim Fine presented the report
author of Black Power with Stokley are forced into oppressive situations
of the ad hoc committee on interon
spoke
Black Power
Carmichael
and into acting through illegal innational education urging that counan Alternative to Violence
Not legality or
stitutions
cil members acquaint their constitHamilton suggested seven definiillegality but socio- political legitiparticularly sophomores
uents
macy is what were talking about
with it He expressed concern that tions of black power Briefly 1
psychological search for black culThe source of socio- political legiforeign study might be changed drasConsensus
tically before September He said ture and identity 2 black hatred timacy is consensus
of whites 3 violence 4 black capcomes before law and order We
that in order to be successful formust set about the business of reeign study programs must be broadly atalism 5 separate state 6 traditional interest group activity 7
constructing a new society to build
known and accessible to the students
a new consensus
Hamilton states
He feared that foreign study might influence and control in the instituIt is
tions of decision making
be discouraged at Kenyon
Any program or institution which
neither necessary nor wise to at- is consistent with normative values
tempt to reconcile these views into
and earns community support is
he added
one definition
legitimate Hamilton calls these relevant intermediary groupings He
The lecturer suggested three reChaps Services
suggests paradigm programs for
levant concepts toward a constructive solution alienation political building a new consensus
modernization and relevant interHamiltons proposals would make
Sunday
mediary groupings
social workers police and teachers
800 am
During the Cold War period this relevant agents of th community
Holy Communion
society
stopped questioning its Communities control and hire neighvalues and assumed the virtue of borhood born policemen Policemen
its own value structure Because who will protect instead of prothere are anachronistic standards
1030 am
Teachers are insisting on
secute
Hamilton urges political modernmore control of the curriculum
Morning Prayer
ization
the constant search for Metropolitan
area governments
Sermon by The Rector
new values and forms of decision should be extablished to handle air
making Blacks will not integrate water transportation and sanitation
into a corrupt structure that perproblems for whole urban- suburban
1
130 pm
mits institutional racism Normamid- urban regions not just the imCatholic Mass
tive values must be reexamined and mediate city limits The tax base
institutions must coincide with these would be extended to assess outvalues
Institutions that do coin
lying counties to finance city pro

Dorms May Change

I

J

decisions for themselves They feel
they can do the deciding for us

February

Henry Critiqued
Continued from Page

moments of verbal calm imposed
on them from time to time made the
scenes fail as a whole And I quarrel
with the romanticising

interpreta

Ransom To Read
In Alumni House
On Wednesday February 19 the
Kenyon community will be treated
to a poetry reading by the famed
poet John Crowe Ransom Carne-

gie professor emeritus of poetry
This program sponsored by the
Kenyon Review will begin with the
reading of four of Mr Ransoms
early poems by Philip Church
Michael Mott Jean Farley and
Daniel Mark Epstein
Then Mr
Ransom will read his reworked
versions of these same poems
Following this Mr Mott and Mr
Epstein will give the first public
reading of Gentlemen Scholars
a revised edition of an earlier
work by Mr
Ransom called
A short question perOvertures
iod will then follow
The reading is to be held at the
Alumni House at 8 pm Those
interested should try to arrive early
for space is very limited

Assembly
Continued from Page

1

subsequent assembly will
new Dean of Women
and other administrative officers
Another will provide a platform
to the Experimental Foundation for
a progress report on the venture
to involve Kenyon
with Black
America The new Dean will probably appear before semester break
The Foundation and one open date
are being scheduled for the spring
One

feature the

term

The assemblies are being arranged by the Dean of Students and
a three man committee of Student
Council

Hamilton Urges Black Power

Council

13 l96J

grams Schools would become comprehensive community centers
Health services recreation cay
care parent- training and education
would increase utilization of school
facilities The welfare system would
be collapsed into the comprehensive
planning centers The underlying
concept is community control of
community services and institutions Hamilton distinguishes community control from decentralithe reallocation of some
zation
resources and little authority
The alternative to constructive
programs is violence There are
two kinds of violence expressive
and instrumental Expressive violence is a sporadic spontaneous
release of frustration Instrumental
violence is planned guerilla warfare against selected political targets
As the frustrations of a people build up any society can expect
the spillover to be into instrumental
violence Revolution is not something you call for it is something
you make If Im up here talking
Im not a revolutionary Its when
there is no talk and blacks go
underground that it begins
The burden is on those who created the conditions to alleviate
them Hamilton declared
During the question and answer

period Hamilton urged whites to
infilitrate their community and subvert the white racist mentality
In many instances it is your own
parents he said Each person must
determine what he can do in the
context of his own life and limitations
Curb your participation in
policies detrimental to the black
community Dont think you have to
come to terms with some grand
acheme you dont Go ahead and
do your thing

3

tion of Hotspur forced on us h
his gallantry not in Shakespeare
when he has Hal at swords poi
Other smaller flaws include the
presentation of Hals soliloquy t
know you all
spoken at the audi
ence whom Hal certainly does not
know if he feels they are involved
in his scheme In general the pitch
of the play at the outset was too
high the activity too boisterous to
sustain itself and build And if the
boisterousness is likely to remain
in the projected spring revival ot
Part I in conjunction with the per
formance of Henry IV Part II then
some carpeting must be put down to
muffle thumping feet and creaking
boards
To end thus however would beto
close on a note of criticism The
play does not deserve that Despite
the authoritative voice of KingHenry
affirming Thus ever did rebellion
find rebuke
we are meant to pre
fer Hals act of high courtesy
to the rebel crew which closed the
play
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things they would be detrimental to
he said The President cited sensitive issues such as faculty salaries
as reason to exclude students from
Board meetings Asked why the
students could not simply leave when
such issues were under discussion
the President replied For the simple reason that the question was why
cant students sit in on meetings
If youre gonna tell them get in
and get out get in and get out And
the other thing is that usually students have not had sufficient experience to listen to people in an
argument just as a minute ago this
young man gestures left said
said something not listening to what
I said And then he goes out and
and be
quotes out of context
lieve me you get in trouble and the
first thing you know trusteesll say
Why the hell should I put up with
this problem
The president too expressed his
concerns at the meeting One thing
that constantly bothers me is the
eating manners of the people in
to
the Commons I had a student say
ano
timed
me the other day that he
me the other day that he timed
another student who ate a meal
he
in 37 seconds Now how the hell
feet in
both
putting
did that without
the trough I dont know

1

Future
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cytoplasmic inheritance which have
become widely known models
these fields
Dr Sonneborn has written tor
many publications on various areas
of biology He is the editor o
The Control of Human Heredityto
and Evolution which attempts
assess the bearing of classical am
molecular genetics on thepossibiliff
of Mans control of his own bithe
ological future He is also on
leaother
editorial staff of several
ding journals
widely
Dr Sonneborn has lectured
numerous
abroad and participated in
He has also served
conferences
as the director or president
numerous scientific societies
He has been awarded the
Research Prize W
Kimbel Genetics Medal and Awart
and the Mendel Centennial Meo
In 1964 Dr Sonneborn was electee
to the Royal Society of London
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